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Asphalt 101
Mixes for Different
Applications
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Who is CAPA?

Membership
28 Members
147 Assoc./Affiliates
71 Local Agencies

Industry
Partners
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Crude Oil Distillation
Light Gases (methane, propane, butane)

Gasoline

Crude Oil

Distillation
Unit

Kerosene / Jet

Diesel

Gas Oil

Asphalt
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HOW ASPHALT BEHAVES
Asphalt cement behavior depends on temperature and time of loading.
The figure following shows that flow behavior of one asphalt could be
the same for one hour at 60 C or 10 hours at 25’ C. design into
procedures.
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Flow rates
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HOW ASPHALT BEHAVES
Time and temperature are interchangeable; high temperature and short
time is equivalent to lower temperatures and longer times.
High Temperature Behavior At high temperatures (e.g., desert climate)
or under sustained loads (e.g., slow moving trucks), asphalts cements
act like viscous liquids and flow.
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Low Temperature Behavior
At low temperatures (e.g., winter days) or very rapid loading times
(e.g., fast moving trucks), asphalts behave like elastic solids.
Elastic solids are like rubber bands. That is, when loaded they deform,
and when unloaded, they return to their original shape.
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What is so special about
Asphalts?
Because they are composed of organic molecules, they like to react with
oxygen from the environment.
This reaction is called oxidation and it changes the structure and
composition of asphalt molecules.
A more brittle structure always results and that is the origin of the
terms “oxidative hardening” or “age hardening.”
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What Binder where?
◦ What Binders are generally available locally for small
market paving?
◦ Availability in local markets is limited to PG 64‐22 and PG 58‐28 without
adding substantial costs to a project as these Grades provide the best
performance in our climate. Other PG grades would be special ordered and
require transportation.
◦ PG 58‐28 performs best in low use applications or in the foothills and
higher elevations as it performs best in lower temperatures than PG 64‐22.
◦ PG 64‐22 will perform better in the Greater Denver market in higher use
applications as it is moderately ”firmer” and less susceptible to shoving in
our climate.
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Supply of Binders in Colorado
ASPHALT & POLYMER UPDATE: Unmodified asphalt (PG
64‐22 and PG 58‐28) is readily available with several
suppliers providing these grades. The Colorado outlook for
supply of unmodified asphalt is good.
The good news on the supply of modified asphalt (PG 58‐
34, PG 64‐28, PG 76‐28) is readily available.
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Question . . . . . What happens if conditions require a PG
temperature spread greater than 86oC?
Answer . . . . Binder Modification (i.e. Polymer Modification)

Recognized CDOT PG Binder Grades . . . . .
Non-Modified
PG 58-28 (spread 86oC)
PG 64-22 (spread 86oC)

Polymer Modified
PG 58-34
(spread 92oC)
PG 64-34
(spread 98oC)
PG 64-28
(spread 92oC)
PG 70-28
(spread 98oC)
PG 76-28
(spread 104oC)
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How do we determine what PG
binder to use?
In Colorado, there is the need for 15 different binders based on climatic
conditions. Manufacturing 15 different binders is impractical at best.
The available binders in Colorado has been narrowed down to the five
most common
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Asphalt Mixture Selection
Guideline
PG ASPHALT BINDER

SUGGESTED USE

PG 58‐34*

Modified asphalt, very low temp. climates, low volume
roadways

PG 58‐28

Unmodified, low volume roadways

PG 64‐22

Unmodified, most commonly used PG grade, for low,
moderate and high volume roadways

PG 64‐28*

Modified asphalt, Moderate to high volume roadways,
colder climates

PG 70‐28*, PG 76‐28*

Modified asphalts, very high volume roadway

* ‐ denotes modified asphalt binder, generally restricted to top mat paving
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Relative Material Cost:
PMAC vs. Commodity
PMAC Binder vs. Commodity Binder . . . . . . . .
~ 25% to ~40% more $ in general.

PMAC HMA vs. Commodity HMA . . . . . . . . .
~ 15% to ~25% more $ in general.
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HMA Grading Size and Location
CDOT
HMA Grade
SF

Nominal
Maximum
Aggregate
Size (NMAS)

Application

No. 4 sieve

Leveling Course, Rut Filling,
Scratch Course, etc.

ST

3/8 inch

SX

½ inch

Top Layer (Preferred)

S

¾ inch

Top Layer, Layers Below the Surface
Patching

Thin Lifts and Patching

SG

1 inch

Layers Below the Surface, Deep Patching
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Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement
(RAP)
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Sources for
Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement (RAP)
Milled asphalt pavement
Stockpiled slab asphalt pavement
Hot plant overruns and or pavement material
produced but not used on a project
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Recycled Asphalt Pavement
Quality
Uniform size (gradation)
◦ crushed and or screened

Recovered Binder Qualities
◦ Determine viscosity, penetration, and other binder properties

Maximum size
◦ 1” to ¾” size is common
◦ 3/8” minus particles have more available binder/ton of RAP
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Asphalt Mixture Selection
Some agencies are allowing more than 20% recycled
asphalt pavement (RAP) and CDOT allows 25% RAP in
lower lift, it is more common for agencies to use a
standard 20% RAP on all mixes on all lifts.
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S or Sx Mix

Porous Mix

4% Air Voids

OGFC

18% Air Voids
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Asphalt Mixture Selection
Specifying the right asphalt mixture for the right application is a very
important consideration as it relates to long term pavement performance.
Designing a mixture to be durable and able to withstand surface oxidation and
weathering needs to be balanced with having stability to withstand rutting (ie.
permanent deformation).
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Asphalt Mixture Selection
The predominate distresses on lower volume roads are durability related and
include surface raveling, oxidation, and low temperature thermal cracking.
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Asphalt Mixture Selection
The most common mix in a number of
locations in Colorado is a PG 64‐22, SX, 75
gyration mix with 20% RAP.
In the high country it is more common to use
a PG 58‐28 asphalt binder
◦ PG 58‐28 is a softer asphalt binder and is used in
colder climates, in high RAP mixes, and/or where
low temperature thermal cracking is a concern.
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Asphalt Mixture Selection
A common specialty mix that is used routinely by CDOT for
high traffic urban interstate rehabilitation and by some
local agencies for high traffic urban arterial roadways is
stone matrix asphalt (SMA).
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½” Mix (SX)

½” SMA
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